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Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by mr. emunah - 19 Jun 2013 18:09
_____________________________________

this is a thread in honour of our english phriends.

They have fish n' chips there...

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Dr.Watson - 30 Aug 2013 17:33
_____________________________________

ever heard an english guy doing an american doing an english accent? Priceless!

Now I'm waiting for an american's impression of an english guy doing an american doing and
english accent. I'd pay good money to see that show.

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 01 Sep 2013 02:56
_____________________________________

Reminds me of a Dvar Torah, about the ??????, dressing up as ?????? dressing up as ??????.
i.e they kept their ????? clothes on but spoke ????? language.

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 01 Sep 2013 02:57
_____________________________________

Is twenty 20 real cricket? the jury's out what's your view?
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========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by jewish jew - 01 Sep 2013 03:28
_____________________________________

NO!! It is crickets answer to baseball(Geoffery Boycott)

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 02 Sep 2013 01:53
_____________________________________

Why are jewishjew's post not here?

They came up on my email?

Re Twenty 20 not being real cricket?

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by inastruggle - 02 Sep 2013 04:37
_____________________________________

maybe it was deleted due to being blasphemy

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by jewish jew - 02 Sep 2013 10:57
_____________________________________

Israel I deleted both of my post about cricket. When I start talking cricket it is hard for me to stop
so I deleted and I'm not going to post on the sports subject at all.

========================================================================
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====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 02 Sep 2013 16:19
_____________________________________

Yeah, lets talk Man United instead...! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 02 Sep 2013 20:06
_____________________________________

jewish jew wrote:

Israel I deleted both of my post about cricket. When I start talking cricket it is hard for me to stop
so I deleted and I'm not going to post on the sports subject at all.

That's a shame as I thought cricket was one sport that is pretty Kosher, it's war science, art, etc

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 02 Sep 2013 20:07
_____________________________________

moish u.k. wrote:

Yeah, lets talk Man United instead...! 
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What after sunday! What a disgrace. well actually I'm happy, for a change.

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 02 Sep 2013 20:12
_____________________________________

israel613120 wrote:

moish u.k. wrote:

Yeah, lets talk Man United instead...! 
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What after sunday! What a disgrace. well actually I'm happy, for a change.

This is how we traditionaly start the season. 

Its about how we end the season that counts... 

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 10 Sep 2013 04:38
_____________________________________

Rain

Just when you ant to build a Succah!

  

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 10 Sep 2013 13:47
_____________________________________

israel613120 wrote:

Rain

Just when you ant to build a Succah!
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Thats not Fun at all.

I think you maybe in the wrong section of the forum!?! 

  

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by tryingtoshteig - 10 Sep 2013 16:52
_____________________________________

israel613120 wrote:

Rain

It's just part of Inyana D'Yoma

Hashem has rained, Hashem rains, Hashem will rain forever and ever!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 10 Sep 2013 17:00
_____________________________________

And our job is to try to be pure and rein

========================================================================
====
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